
Tennessee  State Representative G.A. Hardaway You Got “Punked Out” 
 Sunday August 11, 2013             

Dear Representative Hardaway: 

How are you today? Certainly you are not going to like this email and I hope that you do 

not take this personal.  In your email to me on Monday August 5, 2013 your wrote these 

words to me; “Amp, your recent behavior as practiced through your emails, is bad for business, 

bad in politics and the absolutely worst of manners.” Representative Hardaway certainly you 

cannot just slide a few blows at me and think that I will not “Counter Punch” right back.              

Whatever way you put it the “Ramogi Economic Forum” ran a con job on you.  

In the words of the “Hood,” my brother “You got Punked out by our African brothers.” 

 

Representative Hardaway the Fox 13 News Story is “Incredulous.”  While you think that 

you are bringing dignity to Africa and Kenya Les Smith characterized the African      

Governors visit as a “Get Rich Quick Scheme.”  There was no way in the hell that I 

would sign my name to such a “public embarrassment of Kenya.  G.A. you was “Had.” 

 

In May of 2013 the “Ramogi Economic Forum” invited me to Kenya using the “Same Kenya Governors Game.” 

I spent over $5000.00 traveling to Kenya on the contingency that the Kenyan Governors were our best way to 

arrange for our “Safari Initiative” program with the Government of Kenya.  This group committed “Outright 

Fraud” in relationship to their negotiating  with us at our  arranging to bring Grandmama Sarah Obama to    

Memphis, Tennessee.  Further this group used us to obtain your contacts so they could use the title of “Kenya       

Governors to perpetrate the plans of the “Ramogi Economic Forum.”  

 

We traveled to Kenya and we met with the Governors and we looked first hand at the “so called economic              

opportunities” that this group is selling to Memphis and America.  We wrote emails particularly to Rev. La 

Simba Gray advising our friend Rev. Gray that he should be watchful of this group based on the fact that they 

are on the “borderline of  misrepresentation.”  It would seem wise for Representative Hardaway to have         

consulted with Anthony “Amp” Elmore since I had just returned from Kenya.  There are facts in regards to their 

proposal that was just not revealed.  Representative Hardaway you are representing “misrepresentations.” 

 

Let us first deal with the title of “Kenya Governors.”  The Governors Governments are  not yet 100% in place 

and they have not be fully funded.  The Kenya Governors have “Zero experience” as a Governor and they have 

only been on the job for 90 days.  These Governors are so new that they do not have a “City Hall” or a Bank.  

Most people in these towns transfer most money via “Safaricom” their telephone cell carriers.  The governors 

have “major infrastructure issues.”  This group came to Memphis using whomever they can seeking investors. 

 

In the News Story Les Smith stated; “Led by their intrepid guide, Memphis State Rep. G.A. Hardaway (D-District 92).,” 

Les Smith called Representative Hardaway “Intrepid” because he could not believe that a  respectable political figure would 

be manipulated into what is characterized as a “Get Rich Quick Scheme.”  It is beyond belief that Tennessee State          

Representative Hardaway would not do his homework and investigate whom he is dealing with . There are political               

ramifications not only in America, but you as our State Representative should understand how your actions affect Kenya. 

Kenya’s newly elected President Uhuru Kenyatta has only been on the job for 90 days.  The New Government of Kenya has 

not named its new Kenyan Ambassador to the United States.  The acting Kenya  Ambassador to the United States  Jean 

Njeri Kamau has only been on the job since July 20, 2013. The previous Ambassador Elkanah Odembo was called back to 

Kenya and the Kenya Parliament has to approve a new Ambassador.  Before the Kenya Parliament can appoint an           

Ambassador you have Kenyan Governors who have been on the job for only 90 days coming to America “Soliciting money 

in the perception of the name of the Kenyan national Government.  There are 47  newly elected Governors in Kenya, but 

there is only one Kenyan National Government.  The Kenyan National Government has an “Official Diplomat” that arrange 

their  Government affairs in America.  Government affairs comes from the Embassy and not the Ramogi Economic Forum.  

Tennessee State Representative G. A. Hardaway had clear knowledge that the American Embassy of Kenya had no       

knowledge of the Kenya Governors coming to Memphis.  Representative Hardaway criticized me for sending emails    

warning  Rev. LA Simba Gray of the political Ramifications of their putting the “Ramogi Economic Forum” out front. I 

wrote emails to Mayor Wharton because I would not want him to be embarrassed by putting his face with this group. 

Amp & G.A. and Amp Jr. at Trayon 

Martin Rally Civil  Rights Museum 

Click on picture to view  story 

http://www.myfoxmemphis.com/story/23035510/africa-the-next-economic-goldmine#ixzz2b9ozsLke


Kenya Governor Cornel Rasanga represents the County where the father of 

our beloved President Barack Obama Jr. comes from.  Since the election of 

President Obama in 2008 not one African American has visited Siaya 

County and toured the family home of Barack Obama Sr. We met with Gov-

ernor Rasanga and we shared our plans called the “Safari Initiative.” The 

sure way to get money for “Siaya County” from Memphis was getting 

1000’s of Americans to take the Barack Obama Heritage Tour. The Ramogi 

Economic Forum is perceived in Memphis as a “Get rich quick scheme.” 

They think they helped Kenya but their plan backfired and hurt Kenya. 

 

This is a picture of me at Congressman Cohen’s office in March of 2010.  Congress-

man Cohen arranged meetings with me with Kenya’s last two Ambassadors. In 2009 

Congressman Cohen mentioned about our work in Africa on the floor of Congress. We 

have extensive knowledge of Kenya., I  married a Kenyan in 1995. In 2003 we        

represented the Tennessee State Department of Economic Relationships and         

Community development via an African Goodwill mission. We worked with the    

director of the department Ms. Lorie Shauntee.  Our mission in Kenya enabled us to 

bring the Kenya minister to Tourism to The Africa in April Celebration in 2004. 

 

In 2003 the State of Tennessee hosted the “Black Enterprise Magazine” Conference. Via our 

African Import Business where we did business in Kenya we were the highlight of the Black 

Enterprise magazine Conference with our arranging for our Kenyan Master Carver to Carve 

an Image of the Magazine’s founder Earl Graves.  In 1988 during the Memphis in May cele-

bration that honored Kenya we hosted the Kenyans for a dinner at our home.  In 2008 when 

Kenya imploded with “Ethnic Violence” that imploded the Country we hosted a forum at our 

home and Mr. Eric Otiende who is a member of the Ramogi Economic Forum was a guest on 

the panel.  Their  organization did not represent their best interest in Memphis last month. 

 

We wrote a letter to Congressman Steve Cohen and we asked the Congressman  to step forward to help us 

undo the damage that was done to the “Safari Initiative.”  Representative Hardaway the perception that you 

gave standing with the Governors and asking for money in a perceived “Get Rich Quick Scheme” hurts the 

image of Kenya.  Certainly they do not represent the best face of Kenya.  Kenya is the ancestral home of 

our beloved President Barack Obama Jr.   The Kenya Governors do not represent in any way a potential 

trade deal with the “State of Tennessee.”  They do not have a “Trade Plan.”  In order to arrange a trade 

plan with the State of Tennessee you will need to have the Kenya National government on board.  Why 

would you embarrass the President of Kenya Uhuru Kenyatta by engaging the Governors in their way.  In 

the photograph is Nairobi Governor Dr. Evans Kidero he is in control of 60% of Kenya’s economy. He chose not to come to 

Dallas with the other Governors and embarrass the Kenya President. 

 

One of the Governors who came to Memphis was Cyprian Awiti.  In his county is the Historical 

Museum of Kenya leader “Tom Mboya.”  Tom Mboya is the Kenyan who is responsible for 

Barack Obama Jr. getting to America.  There is tremendous educational, cultural and historical 

value in partnering with Kenya.  Things must be done the “Right way.”  This means working with 

the Kenya President and their State Department.  While the Fox 13 News Story may bring joy to 

you Representative Hardaway.  This hurts me to the core.  In 1990 our movie Played in Kenya, 

we met the Kenya President.  We have taken groups to Kenya for over a decade. We have decades 

of dealing with Kenya.  When the members of he Ramogi Economic Forum was in College we were dealing with Kenya. 

What happen in America with the governors coming to both Dallas and Memphis was a “miss-step.” 

 

In your email to me you write: “Amp, your recent behavior as practiced through your emails, is bad for business, bad in 

politics and the absolutely worst of manners.”  Representative Hardaway based on the Fox 13 News Story it seems to me 

that you were the one who was “Punked Out.”  Mayor Wharton was not about to appear with Governors.  In my case I had 

sense enough to deal with the heritage and Obama aspect and not offend the Kenya President and D.C. Embassy. What you 

did was certainly not the best way of meeting the Kenya President. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Anthony “Amp” Elmore 


